Give them a future in Mississippi

ONE MAN—
ONE VOTE
FOR FREEDOM
The Mississippi Delta — What is its Future?

Only when government officials are elected by all the people and for all the people, will there be freedom in Mississippi!

Unless you have the vote you can't have—

Fair Job Practices — Good Education
A Fair and Just Trial —
Freedom from Intimidation —
Laws that protect all citizens —
Freedom from Police Brutality —

The Constitution of the United States says:

1. Anyone born in the United States is a citizen of this country and the state where he lives.

2. All citizens of the United States have a right to vote that no state can deny because of race or color.

You are a citizen you have a right to vote.
REGISTER TO VOTE ON LEEFLORE COUNTY FREDOM DAY WEDNESDAY MARCH 25

WE MUST HAVE THE VOTE!

THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT MUST PROTECT OUR RIGHTS!

Anyone who tries to stop a Negro from voting is committing a crime against the United States.

President Johnson must act to stop the criminal activity of Mississippi Police!
citizens of LeFlore County...

THE STATE OF MISSISSIPPI HAS REFUSED NEGROES THE RIGHT TO VOTE BY THE USE OF UNFAIR REGISTRATION LAWS.

COME!!! PROTEST!!! DEMAND YOUR RIGHTS!!

"The day will come when freedom [and equality will exist for all [the people, not just for some of [the people. ONE MAN-ONE VOTE is [the African cry. IT IS OURS, TOO!"

- John Lewis, Chairman
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee

at the Courthouse in Greenwood

(VOTER REGISTRATION OFFICE)
Contact -(708 Avenue N )
(Greenwood, Mississippi )
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